Electrohydrodynamic patterning of ultra-thin ionic liquid films.
In the electrohydrodynamic (EHD) patterning process, electrostatic destabilization of the air-polymer interface results in micro- and nano-size patterns in the form of raised formations called pillars. The polymer film in this process is typically assumed to behave like a perfect dielectric (PD) or leaky dielectric (LD). In this study, an electrostatic model is developed for the patterning of an ionic liquid (IL) polymer film. The IL model has a finite diffuse electric layer which overcomes the shortcoming of assuming infinitesimally large and small electric diffuse layers inherent in the PD and LD models respectively. The process of pattern formation is then numerically simulated by solving the weakly nonlinear thin film equation using finite difference with pseudo-staggered discretization and an adaptive time step. Initially, the pillar formation process in IL films is observed to be the same as that in PD films. Pillars initially form at random locations and their cross-section increases with time as the contact line expands on the top electrode. After the initial growth, for the same applied voltage and initial film thickness, the number of pillars on IL films is found to be significantly higher than that in PD films. The total number of pillars formed in 1 μm(2) area of the domain in an IL film is almost 5 times more than that in a similar PD film for the conditions simulated. In addition, the pillar structure size in IL films is observed to be more sensitive to initial film thickness compared to PD films.